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Bridge Communications Operator Console Scales from SMB to Enterprise
Customers and Resellers are excited about the capabilities the
Bridge Operator Console is bringing to Microsoft Skype for Business
and Office 365.
FARGO, ND – April 13, 2016 – Bridge Communications today announced they are seeing
tremendous growth and adoption rates of the Bridge Operator Console for Microsoft
Skype for Business and Office 365.
The Bridge Operator Console brings enterprise call control features to Office 365 and
Skype for Business customers. Whether a Small Business with 5 employees or an
enterprise of tens of thousands of end points, the Bridge Operator console scales
well. With integrations for Exchange, Group Messaging, HL7 Medical Connector, Nurse
Call TAP Integration, a Boss-Admin client and High Availability Options, nearly every
vertical will find value in the affordable solutions.
“By extending Skype for Business with our technology, Bridge Operator Console is able
to overcome the client limitations.” Said Doug Routledge, Head of Development for
Bridge Communications. “Our solutions truly provide customers of any size with the
industry’s most powerful attendant console.”
Many customers are reaping the benefits of the Bridge Operator Console. Customers are
gaining additional efficiencies and finding the solution to be powerful and cost
effective. Resellers are increasing their ‘win rate’ by providing the added
functionality that comes with the solutions.
“The call control enhancements, familiar user interface and additional features of
the Bridge Operator Console extend Office 365 and Skype for Business functionality.
Its’ ability to scale adds value for Bridge Communications customers who also use
Office 365 and Skype for Business,” said Rob Howard, director, Office 365 Ecosystem,
Microsoft.
Skype for Business simplifies infrastructure with one platform for calling,
conferencing, video, and sharing. It connects teams with the experience they love, in
the Office applications they use every day.
Bridge Communications is a United States based Software Company with headquarters in
Fargo, ND. Founded in 2006, Bridge Communications has installations around the globe
providing a feature rich, scalable Attendant/Operator Console and related solutions
for Microsoft and Cisco platforms. Bridge Communications philosophy is simple. Listen
to customers and develop world class solutions that exceed their business needs.
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